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MoAD reopens with big changes and big plans
Wednesday, November 26, 2014
By Steven Winn

Visitors to the refurbished Museum of the African Diaspora, which
reopens this week after six months of construction and other changes, will
know immediately that a new chapter has arrived for the 9-year-old
institution. It begins just inside the front door.
What was once a cramped, constricted entryway has been opened out, as
part of a $1.3 million project by the San Francisco architecture and design
firm Gensler, into an inviting multipurpose space that takes full advantage
of natural light from the building’s glass facade on Mission Street near
Third. Banks of interactive tablets, common-area seating near the
windows, a large video screen and a reconceived gift shop share the
museum’s light and airy street level.
An L-shaped hallway that connects to the adjacent St. Regis Hotel has
been repurposed as the Emerging Artists Gallery. A new glass door to the
hotel will afford glimpses of the art on display and invite lobby strollers to
enter from that side and explore.
More dramatic changes are apparent on the museum’s second floor. Two
time-worn “permanent” exhibits — the “Celebration Circle” and “Slavery
Passages” oral history piece — have been removed in favor of two new
galleries, a refreshed performance and lecture salon with a new glass wall,
and a snug 28-seat theater for film and video programs.
Long-term thinking
Important as these structural changes may be, they are emblematic of
some deeper long-term thinking. Under Executive Director Linda Harrison,
who has been on the job for about a year, MoAD hopes to assert itself
with more wide-ranging and vital programming. Central to that initiative is
the museum’s new status as a Smithsonian Affiliate. Partnering with the
powerful Washington, D.C., institution will give MoAD access to the
Smithsonian’s enormous resources and expertise. Benefits include touring
exhibitions, object loans, and visiting scholars and speakers.
The advantages are mutual. “We’re very interested in having a presence
with this museum in San Francisco,” said Laura Hansen, national outreach
manager for Smithsonian Affiliations. The 196 affiliates include
the Blackhawk Museum in Danville, the Chabot Space and Science

Center in Oakland and theMexican Museum in San Francisco. Affiliates pay $3,000 to the Smithsonian to
participate.
Hansen mentioned one Smithsonian venture that may make a showing at MoAD. “The Will to Adorn” is
an ongoing project on African American dress and identity.
While this new arrangement, forged over the summer, promises to bolster MoAD, Harrison and her staff
have no intention of becoming simply a venue for touring shows. One of the relaunched museum’s first
two shows, “Lava Thomas: Beyond,” showcases a Bay Area artist. The other, “Drapetomania,” originated
at Harvard, surveys the origins and influence of the 1970s and ’80s Afro-Cuban Grupo Antillano. MoAD
will partner with the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art on a 2015 portrait show, “Represent.”
Harrison, a Chicago native with a long business background but no prior museum experience, sees her
role as one of forging a clear and pervasive identity for MoAD. “Everything we do,” she said, “whether
it’s our exhibitions, our public programs or how we share our knowledge with educators, has to be done
through a lens that’s provocative and relevant.
“As a museum we’re competing with all sorts of entertainment. We’ve got to be able to shift and engage
with people in a variety of ways.”
Six directors
Know-how and carry-through will be important for a museum that has had six directors (including
interims) since opening less than a decade ago and struggled to attract visitors. As a midsize museum,
with an annual budget of around $2.3 million, MoAD achieved a modest annual attendance of 30,000, in
the most recent figures.
Harrison would like to grow the budget to $3 million to $5 million and increase attendance to 50,000 to
60,000. Another long-term audience-development goal is free admission.
Educated at Chicago’s Loyola University, Harrison began as a sales rep and rose to high-level
management positions at Eastman Kodak, Pfizer and Sotheby’s international realty division. “When you
are a very large corporation,” she said, “you have to be flexible, entrepreneurial and able to pivot
quickly. I think those qualities are important to nonprofits as well.”
'Out of the box’
Harrison, 62, cheerfully described herself as “an out-of-the-box candidate” for the MoAD position. She
moved to San Francisco several years ago and has served on several nonprofit boards, including that of
Frameline, which mounts the San Francisco International LGBT Film Festival.
That experience may be as important as Harrison’s business acumen. Frameline underwent leadership
and board changes during her tenure. Now she’s a new leader charged with revitalizing MoAD as its
10th anniversary approaches.
Becoming more vibrant
“I want to use what I know to support and help this museum that I adore and that welcomes everyone
in,” she said. “That means establishing our personality, becoming more vibrant and connecting with
people in a personal way.”

Drawn from the museum’s archives, the first show in the new Emerging Artists Gallery captures
Harrison’s game plan as well as anything. The theme, she said, is “finding the 'I’ in Diaspora.”
Steven Winn is a freelance writer. E-mail: sadolphson@sfchronicle.com
The Museum of the African Diaspora reopens Wednesday, Dec. 3. The first two exhibitions are “Lava
Thomas: Beyond” (through April 5) and “Drapetomania: Grupo Antillano and the Art of Afro-Cuba”
(through Jan. 4). $10. 685 Mission St., S.F. (415) 358-7200. www.moadsf.org.

http://www.sfgate.com/art/article/MoAD-reopens-with-big-changes-and-big-plans-5920756.php

Lava Thomas’ art rooted in biography
Saturday, November 29, 2014
By Steven Winn
Raised in Los Angeles, Lava Thomas spent a lot of time at her grandmother’s beauty salon. “I grew up in
that shop,” the Menlo Park multimedia artist recalled recently. “My grandmother cut and styled hair.
She also dispensed a lot of wisdom.”
Those two memories are woven into “Braid Scroll,” a 12-foot-long photo-lithograph that uses images of
hair as a kind of calligraphy, reminiscent of Chinese and Japanese ink work. In “A Preoccupation With
Needles,” Thomas studs a snarl of hair with both knitting needles and one hypodermic syringe. That’s a
tribute to her great-grandmother, who was both an avid knitter and a diabetic.
Both of these autobiographically rooted works are included in “Lava Thomas: Beyond,” one of two
shows that will inaugurate the expanded and reconfigured gallery spaces at the Museum of the African
Diaspora (MoAD). The museum reopens this week after a six-month closure.
Legacy of Caribbean artists
The Thomas exhibition shares rechristening honors with
“Drapetomania: Grupo Antillano and the Art of Afro-Cuba.”
The show’s paintings and sculptures, including a proud but
suffering wooden angel streaked with the colors of the
Cuban flag, celebrate the art and legacy of an influential
group of 1970s and ’80s Caribbean artists. The word
“drapetomania,” a bogus scientific term of the mid-19th
century, referred to a slave’s compulsion to escape.
Thomas’ art is at once personal and outward-directed. Her
various “project-based” endeavors include one on veterans
that began on the commute to her studio.
“There was a particular place where I had to make a left-hand turn,” Thomas said, “and there would
always be a homeless vet or two there panhandling. You don’t see a lot of that in Menlo Park. You don’t
see the underbelly. Silicon Valley is squeaky clean.”
With a commission from the Palo Alto Art Center, Thomas interviewed and videotaped veterans, who
opened up to her about jobs, homelessness, suicide and sexual harassment. The portraits of them she
subsequently drew addressed her interest in “how a specific shared experience shapes a group’s
identity.” A similar project with children, she said, explored “what dreams and aspirations we have when
we’re young and how those things change in adulthood.”
For her MoAD show, Thomas is combining early work from the mid-1990s with a new installation piece,
the latter in the smaller of the two second-floor galleries. The thematic throughline is what the artist
called “the experience of ordinary women who often get ignored, women whose sacrifice and hard work
make the success and achievement of their progeny possible.”

Enchanted at LACMA
Raised by her grandmother and great-aunts, Thomas, whose given first name is Lavynell, followed a
similar arc. Enchanted by the art she saw at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art as a child, she
remembered thinking, “If there’s a way I can do this, this is what I want to do.” But as a working mother
herself, she didn’t have the means to study art until later, first at UCLA and then at the California College
of Arts and Crafts (now the California College of the Arts) in Oakland.
The 40 photographic “Cloud Portraits” in Thomas’ installation are both a response to her grandmother’s
belief in a transcendent afterlife and what the artist calls “a metaphor for the disembodied time we
spend online.” The gallery will also be hung with 100 tambourines, many with blue heads. Whatever
their connection to the clouds on the wall may be in the viewer’s eye, they are sure to make a joyful
noise in MoAD’s new gallery.
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